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ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 1 

ICC DOCKET No. 06-0703 2 

SURREBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF 3 

LAURIE H. KARMAN 4 

Submitted On Behalf Of 5 

Ameren Illinois 6 

I. INTRODUCTION 7 

A. Witness Identification 8 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 9 

A. My name is Laurie H. Karman.  My business address is 200 W. Washington St, 10 

Springfield, IL 62701.  11 

Q. Are you the same Laurie H. Karman that previously submitted testimony in 12 

this proceeding? 13 

A. Yes, I am. 14 

Q. On whose behalf are you submitting testimony? 15 

A. Effective October 1, 2010, Central Illinois Light Company d/b/a AmerenCILCO 16 

and Illinois Power Company d/b/a AmerenIP merged with and into Central Illinois Public 17 

Service Company d/b/a AmerenCIPS, leaving AmerenCIPS as the sole surviving legal 18 

entity.  Simultaneously, AmerenCIPS changed its name to Ameren Illinois Company 19 

d/b/a Ameren Illinois.  I am submitting this testimony on behalf of Ameren Illinois 20 

successor to the Ameren Illinois Utilities. 21 
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B. Purpose, Scope and Identification of Exhibits 22 

Q. What is the purpose of your surrebuttal testimony in this proceeding? 23 

A. My surrebuttal testimony provides Ameren Illinois’ proposed language changes to 24 

Staff’s proposed rule in a redline draft presented as Ameren Exhibit 4.1 and addresses the 25 

rebuttal testimonies submitted by other parties in this proceeding.  I would also like to 26 

reiterate my earlier comments on the leadership, hard work and patience Staff has put 27 

forth in leading the workshop process.  While I disagree with certain portions of Staff’s 28 

proposed rule, I recognize this process was no small undertaking, and I commend them 29 

for their efforts to improve this rule. 30 

Q. Do you address every issue raised by other parties in their rebuttal 31 

testimonies? 32 

A. No, I do not.  However, my silence on an issue or failure to address any statement 33 

or position offered by Staff or other parties in this proceeding should not be construed as 34 

an endorsement of same.   35 

Q. How is your surrebuttal testimony organized? 36 

A. My surrebuttal testimony first introduces Ameren Exhibit 4.1.  That exhibit 37 

contains the changes recommended by Ameren Illinois in response to the proposed 38 

revisions to the draft rule by Staff and other parties.  The remainder of my testimony 39 

provides narrative arguments responsive to the testimony of Staff and other parties' 40 

rebuttal testimony.  The testimony follows the general order of Staff’s proposed draft rule 41 

and corresponds to my Ameren Exhibit 4.1.  However, not every section is addressed.  As 42 

previously mentioned, the lack of a comment does not necessarily imply acceptance or 43 

endorsement. 44 
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Q. What is provided in Ameren Exhibit 4.1? 45 

A. As noted above Ameren Exhibit 4.1 is a black-line document containing the 46 

changes recommended by Ameren Illinois that is responsive to Staff’s redline changes 47 

proposed as part of its Supplemental Rebuttal filing.  (Staff Ex. 2.0, Attachment A, 48 

hereinafter “Supplemental Rebuttal” or “Proposed Rule”)  I have left the redline changes 49 

proposed as a supplement to Staff rebuttal and overlaid the changes recommended by 50 

Ameren Illinois but not accepted by Staff.  Those changes are in bold underlined or bold 51 

cross-through format.   52 

II. SECTION 280.20 - DEFINITIONS 53 

Q. Do you wish to provide comments pertaining to Section 280.20 – Definitions? 54 

A. Yes.  I would specifically like to comment on the rebuttal testimony of Ms. 55 

Barbara Alexander (GCI Ex. 4.0, p 3-5; lines. 61-109) and the rebuttal testimony of Ms. 56 

Sandra Marcelin-Remé (GCI Ex. 3.0, p.41-44; lines 41-43).  In their rebuttal testimonies, 57 

both Ms. Alexander and Ms. Marcelin-Remé comment on the definition for Transfer of 58 

Service and propose a 30-day window for a customer to move from one location to 59 

another.  This recommendation is in lieu of Staff’s proposal for a 14-day time frame.  We 60 

concur with Staff that a 14-day period is sufficient.  This window provides ample time to 61 

keep an account open, continue paying interest on a deposit if applicable, and finalize the 62 

accounts receivable on the account.  63 

Ms. Alexander argues a longer time frame may be beneficial to the utility as it 64 

allows the utility to transfer an unpaid amount from one location to another and continue 65 

pending collection actions.  This argument is misplaced.  A 14-day window affords the 66 

utility enough time to transfer unpaid amounts from one location to another and continue 67 
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collection activity.  Additionally, amounts owed the utility identified beyond a 14-day 68 

window are not prohibited from collection.    69 

Q. Do you have thing further to add? 70 

A.  Yes, Ms. Alexander’s arguments are premised upon a misinterpretation of the 71 

Transfer of Service definition within the proposed language as inferring a utility could 72 

deny service for previously unpaid bills.   73 

This language has nothing to do with the definition and any interpretation. Staff 74 

has taken steps toward good public policy by requiring customers to address past due 75 

arrears prior to being provided additional, possibly overlapping service.  One such way to 76 

address arrears is obviously through payment but also by entering into a payment 77 

agreement which the proposed language provides for.  We believe it is irresponsible to 78 

continue to provide service, and additional service at that, without addressing past-due 79 

amounts.  We support Staff’s proposed language and reject Ms. Alexander’s argument for 80 

modifying this language. 81 

Q. Do you wish to provide additional comments? 82 

A. Yes.  As noted below, Ameren Illinois proposes the definition of “payment 83 

avoidance by location” be deleted to coincide with our recommendation to delete this 84 

section from Staff’s proposed language.  Ameren Illinois’ arguments are reiterated below 85 

concerning this section and the corresponding proposed definition in the Staff’s 86 

Supplemental Rebuttal should be deleted.   87 

III. SECTION 280.30 - APPLICATION 88 

Q. Do you wish to provide comment on Section 280.30 – Application? 89 
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A. Yes, I specifically would like to comment on Ms. Alexander’s rebuttal testimony 90 

(GCI Ex. 3.0, pp. 7-8; lines 170-177) proposing the service activation period be shortened 91 

to two calendar days instead of the proposed four calendar days in cases where a field 92 

visit is not required.  Staff’s proposed four day calendar window is fair. To require 93 

utilities to further categorize the type of service activation to the level of field visit or 94 

non-field visit will require the development of additional administrative processes and 95 

customer service systems programming without justification.  96 

Certainly, it is in utility’s best interest to establish service as quickly as possible 97 

from a revenue standpoint.  However, the 2-day/4-day dichotomy requested by GCI 98 

would most like create difficult administrative issues.  For example, a service activation 99 

request received on a Friday afternoon, not requiring a field visit, would require the 100 

account to be activated by the end of the day on Sunday.  Obviously, this creates the 101 

problem of the unavailability of necessary service checks and processes to be completed.  102 

Specifically, this does not provide sufficient time for the administrative work, credit 103 

checks, etc. that are necessary in order to activate an account – regardless if a field visit is 104 

not required.  The proposed language change sets the utility up to fail.  Further, service 105 

connections are a routine activity for utilities, but breaking the established process into 106 

two distinct time frames requires that the systems designed to accommodate these 107 

requests be modified to insure customer service compliance with the rule.  For this 108 

reason, we continue to support Staff’s proposed language and reject Ms. Alexander’s 109 

proposal. 110 
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IV. SECTION 280.35 - REVERT TO LANDLORD/PROPERTY MANAGER 111 

AGREEMENTS 112 

Q. Do you wish to provide comment on Section 280.35 – Revert to 113 

Landlord/Property Manager Agreements? 114 

A. Yes.  I would like to comment on the rebuttal testimony of Ms. Marcelin-Remé 115 

(GCI Ex. 4.0, p. 3; lines 51-73).  In her testimony, Ms. Marcelin-Remé proposes that in 116 

situations where a utility is unable to obtain a written prearrangement with a landlord or 117 

property manager as a prerequisite to any reversion to the landlord’s name, then it shall 118 

be incumbent upon the utility to disconnect the service within five days.   119 

Ameren Illinois supports Staff’s intent that service shall not be placed in the name 120 

of the landlord or property manager, or any other applicant for that matter, unless 121 

contacted by that landlord, property manager or applicant.  We recognize the intent of 122 

this language is to ensure that new customers only pay for the service they are using and 123 

are not charged retroactively for any interim service provided between tenants.  Indeed, 124 

our application process intends to place the account in the name of the party requesting 125 

the service as soon as practical.  As long as a new applicant is not charged for the interim 126 

usage between tenants, there is no need to codify a set number of days that would 127 

inevitably burden both the utilities’ operations personnel  as well new customers with 128 

service activation delays.  129 

V. SECTION 280.40 - DEPOSITS  130 

Q. Do you wish to provide comment on Section 280.40 – Deposits? 131 

A. Yes.  Ameren Illinois objects to the arguments in Ms. Alexander’s rebuttal 132 

testimony, which oppose Staff’s proposed language that allow utilities to obtain deposits 133 
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based on late payments or risk versus tenure of service (GCI Ex. 3.0, pp. 8- 10; lines 184-134 

234).  Ms. Alexander suggests that after two years of service, it is no longer prudent for a 135 

utility to obtain account security from a late paying account in an effort to protect other 136 

rate payers against uncollectible losses that may arise from non-payment.  Ms. Alexander 137 

fails to recognize that late pay is a predictor of non-payment; all losses from non-138 

payment disconnections are preceded by late payments.  It would appear Staff attempted 139 

to address the routine late-paying nature of some customers’ paying habits by including 140 

the additional requirement that the account have a past due balance greater than 30 days 141 

beyond the due date before a deposit can be assessed.   142 

Additionally, Ms. Alexander fails to recognize Staff has indeed addressed the 143 

needs of the low income customer by exempting a low income customer who does pay 144 

late from a deposit requirement in Section 280.45 – Deposits for Low Income Customers.  145 

For this reason, we support Staff’s proposed language on the deposit assessment criteria 146 

for present customers. 147 

Q.  Do you have anything further to add?  148 

A.  Yes.  Regarding the inclusion of a deferred payment agreement as an alternative 149 

to paying a deposit (Section 280.40 (b) (H)), in its Supplemental Rebuttal, Staff has 150 

confused the intent of these two collection tools.  A deferred payment agreement is used 151 

to address a customer’s account delinquency and allow the delinquency to be reduced 152 

over time whereas the deposit is collected to secure the account in an effort to mitigate 153 

uncollectible risk.  The deferred payment agreement as a vehicle to retire debt has no 154 

place in the deposit section as an alternative to alleviating utility risk.  We continue to 155 

recommend this language be removed from Staff’s proposed language.  156 
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Q. Do you have any other comments? 157 

A. Yes.  I address Ms. Marcelin-Remé’s rebuttal testimony, where the question is 158 

asked rhetorically, "[w]hat does assessment of risk based on the credit score actually do 159 

for the utility company?"  To answer Ms. Marcelin-Remé’s question, during 2010 160 

Ameren Illinois was able to apply $3.7 million in deposit and interest on final billed 161 

residential accounts with a year or less of service that ultimately became uncollectible.  162 

The upfront assessment of risk based on credit score, a reflection of how an applicant 163 

pays other creditors, allowed Ameren Illinois to collect these deposits which mitigated 164 

potential uncollectible losses on behalf of all other rate payers.  Certainly, $3.7 million in 165 

reduced uncollectible expense should sufficiently answer Ms. Marcelin-Remé’s question 166 

as to the benefit of risk assessment based on credit score to the utility, but more 167 

importantly, to its rate payers.   168 

Q.  Ms. Marcelin-Remé further makes the statement that utility bills are not 169 

treated like other debts evaluated by credit scoring procedures.  Do you address her 170 

concern?  171 

A. The credit scoring model used by Ameren Illinois is the Equifax Advanced 172 

Energy Risk Model which, in fact, incorporates utility bill payment experience.  This 173 

model is developed from extensive data specific to the energy industry and predicts the 174 

likelihood of an applicant becoming a serious credit risk.  Therefore, to respond to Ms. 175 

Marcelin-Remé’s concern, actual utility bill payment experience is taken into 176 

consideration in determining the credit worthiness of a new applicant for utility service.  177 
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Q. Ms. Marcelin-Remé additionally suggests "Staff should propose language 178 

which will limit the use of credit scores to those customers who fail to pay their 179 

bills."  Do you agree? 180 

A. No, not all. Ms. Marcelin-Remé's suggestion demonstrates she does not 181 

understand the purpose or context in using a credit score.  That is, an upfront credit score 182 

is used to predict the likelihood of an applicant paying future utility bills based on certain 183 

risk criteria and his/her bill payment habit established with other creditors.  Even though 184 

the utility must allow the applicant/customer to pay the deposit over several initial billing 185 

periods if one is assessed, the utility at least has the necessary account security to protect 186 

against any future uncollectible exposure.  This is in contrast to waiting for the new 187 

applicant/customer to make four late payments and then begin the deposit assessment 188 

process as the rule applies to current customers.  A credit score obtained after-the-fact to 189 

verify, that, yes indeed, a new applicant/customer is a credit risk because he/she has 190 

failed to pay their bills on time serves no purpose as a risk assessment tool. Credit scores 191 

are an industry wide method of assessing potential uncollectible losses.  For the above 192 

reasons, we support Staff's proposed language concerning credit scoring. 193 

VI. SECTION 280.60 - PAYMENT 194 

Q. Do you wish to provide comment on Section 280.60 – Payment? 195 

A. Yes.  I would like to comment on Ms. Alexander’s rebuttal testimony (GCI Ex. 196 

3.0, pp. 11-12; lines 253-288) in which she proposes that optional customer convenience 197 

payment fees should be paid by all customers and should be included in a future revenue 198 

requirement proposal filed at the time of a utility’s traditional base rate case.  We 199 

disagree with Ms. Alexander’s proposal and support Staff’s position that cost causers 200 
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bear cost responsibility for the costs they incur.   In fact in 2009,  24% of Ameren Illinois 201 

customers made the conscious choice NOT to incur any payment remittance costs – 202 

including foregoing the cost of a U.S. postage stamp – by opting for on-line banking, EDI 203 

and direct debit-type programs for bill payment.  For this reason, we disagree with Ms. 204 

Alexander’s proposal that all other customers should bear the costs of payment options 205 

made by certain customers. 206 

VII. SECTION 280.90 - ESTIMATED BILLS 207 

Q. Do you wish to provide comment on Section 280.90 – Estimated Bills? 208 

A. Yes.  In Ms. Alexander’s rebuttal testimony (GCI Ex. 3.0, pp. 13-14; lines 295-209 

320) she disagrees with Staff’s objection over GCI’s proposal to require utilities to 210 

essentially forfeit the collection of utility bills in cases where consecutive meter reads 211 

have not been obtained without a valid reason ,and questions Staff’s concern over 212 

statutory authority that would permit the proposed forfeiture of collection.  Meter reading 213 

is an important obligation of utilities.  However, there simply are circumstances beyond 214 

the control of the utility that may prevent utilities from reading a meter.   Further, in 215 

many cases the estimated usage can be trued up to actual, but nonetheless it is important 216 

to bill for service as it is being incurred.  It is simply contrary to any notion of balance 217 

and fairness to require a utility to continue to serve a non-paying customer in 218 

circumstances where meter reading access is prevented.  There is simply no sound 219 

rationale for her recommendation aside from any legal infirmities. Moreover, the failure 220 

of two consecutive meter reads does not mean service was not provided. The service is 221 

being provided at a cost. This cost will be borne by other customers. Notably, the 222 

Commission’s rule entitles the utility to go back for a 1-year period to collect on a bill 223 
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where there has been an error.  (See Part 410.200).   This rule recognizes the sound policy 224 

that customers should pay the cost to serve them, and this policy should remain 225 

uncompromised. 226 

Interestingly, while Ms. Alexander’s rebuttal testimony indicates the GCI 227 

proposal is a reasonable enforcement mechanism, she spends no time in her testimony 228 

speaking to the issue of forfeiture of collection as proposed in GCI’s direct testimony by 229 

Ms. Marcelin-Remé.  Instead, Ms. Alexander goes to great lengths to discuss the 230 

prohibition of further collection activity until an actual meter reading can be obtained.  231 

Clearly, the forfeiture of collection as originally proposed by GCI and the prohibition of 232 

further collection activity pending an actual meter reading are two very different issues.   233 

Q. Do you wish to provide additional comments? 234 

A. Yes.  I would like to comment on Ms. Marcelin-Remé 's rebuttal testimony (GCI 235 

Ex. 4.0, pp. 6,lines 137-147) that proposes actual meter readings be obtained at the time 236 

service begins and ends for a customer.  She has failed to make the case why the costs 237 

associated with off-cycle meter reads far exceed the benefits of an estimated beginning or 238 

final meter read, based on an estimated bill formula approved by the Commission in the 239 

utility's tariffs.  For obvious reasons, it is not possible, or at least too practical, to take a 240 

meter reading at the exact moment of termination or assumption of service.  While we 241 

one day may have such “smart grid” capability, we must operate pragmatically within the 242 

confines of existing meter capability.  Usage proration for service start and stop is a 243 

sensible approach as these dates often fall between meter reading dates.  For these 244 

reasons, we support Staff's proposed language in providing for an estimated turn-on or 245 
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turn-off reading, provided an actual meter reading has occurred within the past 60 days 246 

from the termination or beginning of service. 247 

VIII. SECTION 280.130 - DISCONNECTION OF SERVICE 248 

Q. Do you wish to provide comment on Section 280.130 – Disconnection of 249 

Service? 250 

A. Yes.  Both Ms. Alexander and Ms. Marcelin-Remé misinterpret the current 251 

Section 280.130 by suggesting there is a current practice of requiring the utility to make a 252 

premise visit prior to disconnection (GCI Ex. 4.0, p. 16; line 369; GCI Ex. 3.0, p.8, line 253 

175) and that such practice should remain in the proposed language.  This statement 254 

infers there is an additional collection activity, or premise visit if you will, that is 255 

currently being performed beyond the required notice sent to past-due customers.  256 

However, the current Section 280.130 requires utilities to contact the customer at the 257 

time service is being discontinued.  In other words, there is no such requirement in the 258 

current Section 280.130 to contact the customer prior to disconnection.  As such, Staff’s 259 

proposed language to eliminate the contact at the time of disconnection, otherwise 260 

referred to as the “knock at the door” requirement, and replace it with a telephone call in 261 

advance of non-payment disconnection, is a superior way to provide sufficient notice to 262 

the customer of disconnection  263 

Q. Ms. Marcelin-Remé (GCI Ex. 4.0, pp. 7-8, lines 162-177) suggests that the 264 

utility make two telephone calls over a 24 hour period to the delinquent customer to 265 

allow them to remedy the problem and avoid disconnection.  How do you respond?  266 
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A. Ms. Marcelin-Remé has failed to mention the customer has previously been given 267 

the opportunity to remedy the problem and avoid disconnection through initial bill 268 

payment, the receipt of the follow-up disconnection notice, the subsequent utility bill 269 

with a past-due reminder advising about the upcoming non-pay disconnection, and now a 270 

warning phone call.  This is in addition to an extended disconnection notice period from 271 

eight days to the proposed 10 days.  Additional contacts mean additional cost, and there 272 

has been no demonstration that additional contacts as proposed will result in fewer 273 

disconnections. 274 

Ms. Marcelin-Remé also suggests actual contact must be made with the customer.  275 

This is an impossibility in many cases such as when a premise is vacant, the owner is 276 

deceased, or for other reasons. 277 

Q. Did the AARP also make a similar recommendation? 278 

A. Yes.  The elimination of the “knock at the door” requirement is of concern to 279 

AARP in the rebuttal testimony of witness Scott Musser (AARP, Musser Revised 280 

Rebuttal, p. 2, lines 4 -13) and was previously the theme of IBEW witness Brian Loomis’ 281 

direct testimony.  The concern centers on the loss of opportunity to discover field safety 282 

hazards with the elimination of the “knock at the door” requirement.  However, no regard 283 

was given to the safety of the utility employee in an emotionally charged situation with a 284 

distraught customer whose utility service is about to be disconnected.  IBEW witness 285 

Loomis has since changed his position and has withdrawn the recommendations 286 

presented in his direct testimony in his rebuttal testimony (IBEW Ex. 1.0, pp. 2-3, lines 8-287 

27).  In his rebuttal testimony, he acknowledges a program of periodic inspection to 288 
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detect safety issues eliminates the need for on-site visits, or to take it a step further, 289 

“knock at the door” requirements when making a non-payment disconnection. 290 

IX. SECTION 280.160 - MEDICAL CERTIFICATION 291 

Q. Do you wish to provide comment on Section 280.160 - Medical Certification? 292 

A. Yes.  I wish to comment on the rebuttal testimony of Ms. Alexander (GCI Ex. 3.0, 293 

pp. 21-22; pp. 478-492)).  Ms. Alexander proposes an additional two to three day period 294 

be provided to customers to obtain certification after an oral declaration by the customer.   295 

Staff has made it clear in Section 280.160 (b) and in their rebuttal testimony that 296 

medical certification is to be made by a medical professional, not the customer.  Staff has, 297 

however, recognized that medical professionals are busy, and as such, the follow-up 298 

written certification is now allowed a 7-day submission period between the initial 299 

medical telephone certification versus the current 5-day period (Staff Ex. 2.0, pp. 83-84).  300 

We agree with Staff that all medical certifications should be made by medical 301 

professionals, not initial customer self-declarations followed up with subsequent medical 302 

certifications as proposed by Ms. Alexander.  Additionally, Staff's extended medical 303 

certification submission period from 5 days to 7 days along with the extended period of 304 

time for disconnection notices from the current 8 days to 10 days addresses the timing 305 

concerns alleged by Ms. Alexander.  306 

Q. Do you have other comments? 307 

A. Yes.  I wish to comment on the rebuttal testimony of GCI witness Marcelin-Remé 308 

(GCI Ex. 4.0, p. 8, lines 180-187) where she advocates for a yearly chance at medical re-309 

certifications, or more frequent re-certifications, if warranted Similarly, AARP witness 310 
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Musser does not agree with the suggestion to remove the 12-month eligibility clause from 311 

Section 280.160 (i) in Staff's proposed language (Musser Rebuttal, p. 5). 312 

While Ameren Illinois does not object to providing medical certification and 313 

related medical payment agreements more frequently than every 12 months, provided the 314 

amount that was the subject of the agreement was satisfied, Ameren Illinois does note 315 

that both Ms. Marcelin-Remé’s and Mr. Musser's rebuttal testimonies fail to address the 316 

payment obligation under the original medical payment agreement.   The notion that a 317 

certification can defer disconnection for non-payment comes with a requirement to agree 318 

to make payment for services.  Similarly, Ameren Illinois does object to the effort to 319 

establish a medical certificate that permits a customer to enter into a new medical 320 

payment agreement every 12 months, regardless if a previous agreement has not been 321 

satisfied.  Staff has also endorsed this new medical certificate entitlement which will only 322 

serve to perpetuate chronic re-certification and payment avoidance.  By adding annual 323 

medical payment agreement entitlements coupled with annual deferred payment 324 

agreement requirements, which include renegotiation and reinstatement provisions, along 325 

with winter and summer moratoriums, it is entirely possible that a customer could go an 326 

entire year without payment.  While the company is sympathetic for customers of limited 327 

means and medical problems, the proposed expansion of the medical certificate policy is 328 

not fair or equitable to either the utility or its other customers.  All customers require 329 

heat, light, water and power and Part 280 is simply not the proper channel to effectuate a 330 

social policy designed to subsidize some customers at the expense of others.  It is 331 

important to ensure that collection deferral due to a medical certificate comes with the 332 

expectation of payment within a reasonable time.   For this reason, Ameren Illinois 333 
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continues to restate the opinion expressed in its rebuttal testimony to delete Section 334 

280.160 (i)(2) from Staff's proposed language regardless of GCI rebuttal arguments. 335 

Q.   Do you have additional comments? 336 

A.  Yes.  I wish to comment on AARP witness Musser's rebuttal testimony 337 

concerning the flat 60-day period for medical certification (AARP Musser Rebuttal, p. 5; 338 

lines 5-11).   Mr. Musser supports Staff's proposal for a 60-day certification period.  339 

While Mr. Musser states that the first bill under the medical payment arrangement would 340 

continue to be due within 30 days, he fails to address what happens if payment is not 341 

made.  That is precisely the concern of Ameren Illinois and why a "good faith effort" 342 

payment to be made within the first 30 days of the medical payment agreement is needed 343 

in order to keep the agreement intact for the 60-day certification period.  Ameren Illinois 344 

again reiterates that the concept of a "good faith effort" payment is not new and is a 345 

requirement of the LIHEAP program.  Ameren Illinois suggests a "good faith effort" 346 

payment be equal to one medical payment agreement installment, not to exceed 10% of 347 

the amount owing. Therefore, in the case of a customer entering into a medical payment 348 

agreement plan prior to disconnection the installment amount would be 1/12 or 8% or the 349 

total amount owing.  If the "good faith effort" payment is not received within the first 30 350 

days, the medical payment agreement is no longer in effect after that first 30-day period.  351 

Ameren Illinois also recommends medical certification customers be placed on a budget 352 

billing program at the time of certificate acceptance.  This will allow the utility to have a 353 

meaningful discussion with the customer about the amount of subsequent bills in addition 354 

to the medical payment agreement installment amounts the customer will be expected to 355 

pay starting with the first billing statement due after the 30-day certification period. 356 
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X. SECTION 280.190 - TREATMENT OF ILLEGAL TAPS 357 

Q. Do you wish to provide comment on Section 280.190 - Treatment of Illegal 358 

Taps? 359 

A. Yes.  I wish to comment on the rebuttal testimony of Ms. Marcelin-Remé (Exhibit 360 

4.0; p. 9; lines 192-204).  In her rebuttal testimony, Ms. Marcelin-Remé suggests that in 361 

high bill situations, utilities verify landlord/owner contact information, make three 362 

verifiable contacts with the landlord/owner and then proceed with investigating the 363 

allegation.  The intent of the language is to place a burden on the utility to get in the 364 

middle of a potential tenant/landlord situation in a theft of service investigation.  365 

Presumably, this language would not apply where a clear illegal tap is installed at the 366 

pole or off the service drop to the premises, but rather would apply to circumstances 367 

where the customer alleges that internal structural wiring is not proper.   It is simply not 368 

practical to require utilities to interject themselves into lease disputes.  If a customer feels 369 

that the wiring of their leased unit is not in keeping with their lease obligations or 370 

otherwise violates some obligation owed to them by their landlord, then the customer 371 

should avail themselves of the appropriate legal or small claims remedies.  The utility 372 

does not have the power to interpret or enforce private lease agreements.  We object to 373 

Ms. Marcelin-Remé's suggestion and support Staff's proposed language. 374 

XI. SECTION 280.210 - PAYMENT AVOIDANCE BY LOCATION (PAL) 375 

Q. Do you wish to provide comment on Section 280.210 – Payment Avoidance 376 

By Location? 377 

A. Yes.  For the reasons explained in my rebuttal testimony, simply that Staff’s 378 

proposed language as contained in its Supplemental Rebuttal provides a free pass to those 379 
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who circumvent payment, and only after a “repeat pattern” plus a series of five arbitrary 380 

criteria can be established, can the proposed PAL rules be invoked.  We continue to 381 

compare Staff’s “repeat pattern” language to that of a shoplifting offense where the 382 

offender is not even given a slap on the hand for circumventing payment of the shoplifted 383 

item (utility service) but must be caught at the same store by the same personnel a second 384 

time shoplifting the same item.  Due to the additional administrative costs in terms of 385 

additional customer notifications and the tracking of a series of five criteria without 386 

producing the anticipated uncollectible reductions, we believe this proposed language 387 

will likely cost utilities more than the benefits to be achieved.  For this reason, we 388 

continue to recommend that the PAL language be removed from the proposed rule. 389 

XII. PROPOSED NEW SECTION 280.270 - PERIODIC DATA REPORTING 390 

Q. Do you wish to provide any comments on the new section proposed by GCI? 391 

A. Yes.  In addition to the comments I put forth in my rebuttal testimony, which 392 

explain Ameren Illinois’ reason for supporting Staff’s position to retain the reporting 393 

requirements currently included in the proposed language, additional comment is 394 

required in response to Ms. Alexander rebuttal testimony (pp.23-24, lines 515-562).  The 395 

Commission should take note of Ms. Alexander’s position that the Commission should 396 

collect data. Her attempted justifications simply do not support such a requirement.  For 397 

example, she tries to make the case that voluminous data collection is needed because 398 

uncollectible riders, the authority for which was provided as part of Senate Bill 1918, will 399 

now result in lessened incentives for utilities to conduct credit and collections activities in 400 

a prudent and least cost manner.  Data collection or not, she fails to realize that the 401 

provisions of Senate Bill 1918 require an annual prudence review as part of the expense 402 
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recovery process with specific requirements outlined in the legislation.  While it may 403 

sound innocuous to simply require additional records to be created and reports to be 404 

submitted, the Commission and the Company already handle a considerable amount of 405 

data on a daily basis.  Many tariffs, informational filings, docket filings, discovery 406 

submissions, reports, and other documents are constantly being provided.   The 407 

submission and receipt of information requires preparation, handling, and filing.  These 408 

tasks cannot be accomplished without resources that could be used more efficiently 409 

elsewhere.  We recommend that the Commission refrain from implementing new 410 

reporting requirements without some articulated purpose and continue to avail itself of its 411 

ability to request information in the regular course of regulatory business.  412 

XIII. CONCLUSION 413 

Q. Does this conclude your surrebuttal testimony? 414 

A. Yes, it does. 415 
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APPENDIX 

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 
LAURIE H. KARMAN 

 I have a bachelor’s degree in Business Administration from Western Illinois 

University and a Master’s Degree in Business Administration from the University of 

Illinois-Springfield (previously Sangamon State University).  I also hold the professional 

designation of CBA (Credit Business Associate) in the field of Credit Management. 

I have been employed by Central Illinois Public Service Company, AmerenCIPS, 

AmerenServices and AmerenCILCO since 1979.  Throughout my career I have held a 

variety of positions in the area of customer service, credit and collections, and energy 

assistance programs.  Since January 2008, I have been working in the Regulatory Affairs 

Department as a Regulatory Affairs Liaison, and as of January 2011 as Managing 

Supervisor of Regulatory Affairs, with one of my most recent projects being Ameren 

Illinois’ implementation of Senate Bill 1299.  Prior to January 2008, I was Managing 

Supervisor of Credit & Collections for Ameren Illinois’ three predecessor operating 

companies which included responsibility for credit and collection policies and practices 

and administration of energy assistance programs. 

 In the past I have been appointed to serve on several Illinois and Missouri 

Commission task forces and state-wide committees to address consumer-related and low-

income energy assistance issues, including the Plug-in-Illinois choice campaign and the 

Missouri Affordable Energy Task Force.  In addition, I was previously Chair of the 

National Association of Credit Manager’s International Utility Group, an association for 

credit professionals in the utility industries.  I have also served on the Boards of the 
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United Way of Illinois and Consumer Credit Counseling Services.  Presently I represent 

the State’s combination utilities on the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic 

Opportunities’ LIHEAP Policy Advisory Council. 

 I have previously testified before the Commission in dockets 05-0237 and 01-

0321 and also have testified in proceedings involving formal consumer complaints. 

 


